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Abstract—Multi-processor system on chip (MPSoC) has been widely applied in embedded systems in the past decades. However, it
has posed great challenges to efficiently design and implement a rapid prototype for diverse applications due to heterogeneous
instruction set architectures (ISA), programming interfaces and software tool chains. In order to solve the problem, this paper proposes
a novel high level architecture support for automatic out-of-order (OoO) task execution on FPGA based heterogeneous MPSoCs. The
architecture support is composed of a hierarchical middleware with an automatic task level OoO parallel execution engine.
Incorporated with a hierarchical OoO layer model, the middleware is able to identify the parallel regions and generate the sources
codes automatically. Besides, a runtime middleware Task-Scoreboarding analyzes the inter-task data dependencies and automatically
schedules and dispatches the tasks with parameter renaming techniques. The middleware has been verified by the prototype built on
FPGA platform. Examples and a JPEG case study demonstrate that our model can largely ease the burden of programmers as well as
uncover the task level parallelism.
Index Terms—Middleware, architecture support, MPSoC, data dependencies, FPGA, out-of-order execution
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INTRODUCTION

H

performance reconfigurable computing technology has emerged and widely applied during the past
decades. The remarkable evolution of heterogeneous multicore research paradigms and the invasion of reconfigurable
hardware accelerators have made it possible to integrate
hundreds of cores into the current petaflop supercomputing
machines. The combination of reconfigurable computing
and multi-core technologies has been regarded as one of the
most promising future processor architectures [1], [2]. However, critical issues beyond raw computational capabilities
are becoming increasingly important, such as programmability, flexibility, scalability, power consumption and so on.
This scenario and raising demands has led to the emergence of FPGA based multiprocessor system on chip
(MPSoC) composed of a variety of heterogeneous computational units. It has been widely acknowledged that the roadmap to the next generation of exascale computers will bring
a tremendous speed up in various applications through
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integration of multi-core processors and hardware accelerators, like graphic processing units (GPUs) or FPGAs [2].
Of the cutting-edge GPU and FPGA based research
approaches, reconfigurable heterogeneous hardware accelerators can achieve both high performance and promising
flexibility. On one hand, since numerous processors are
being integrated into single chip, reconfigurable multiprocessor system-on-chip can provide increasingly speedups to diverse embedded systems and applications. On the
other hand, the involvement of reconfigurable hardware
platform like FPGA and CPLD could efficiently facilitate
researchers to decrease the embedded system design time
and space costs, as well as to shorten the time-to-market
(TTM) simultaneously.
However, the side effect of FPGA based MPSoC has been
exposed like a double-edged sword. Programmability for
MPSoC is still posing serious challenges in particular. Since
the hardware is adapted to fit in the applications, programming models and middleware architecture support should
be invisibly filling the gaps between different architectures.
Up to now, considerable amount of literatures on hybrid
programming models have been conducted at task level.
For instances, OpenMP [3], MPI, Intel’s TBB, OpenCL [4]
and Cilk [5] are very successful programming paradigms.
Recently, CUDA is becoming very popular in GPU based
programming models. However, a major weakness of these
approaches is the inadequate automatic parallelization
degree. In particular, task mapping and scheduling plans
are operated manually, which means the achieved speedup
is largely dependent on the experiences of programmers.
Meanwhile, most of these works focus on either the symmetric multiprocessors or GPU based acceleration engines,
which cannot be applied to reconfigurable heterogeneous
MPSoC scenarios directly.
Alternatively, there have been creditable MPSoC programming models devoted to specific hardware architectures,
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Fig. 1. (a) Example Pseudocode that invokes functions H, T, G and E, e.g., the task T:{wr_set_T} {rd_set_T} reads {rd_set_T} tokens and generates
{wr_set_T} tokens during execution. (b) Dynamic loop unrolling of the functions H, T, G and E in the program order, with the read/write data set of
each invocation. (c) Dataflow graph of the dynamic function stream, in which RAW, WAW and WAR inter-task dependencies are presented with heterogeneous processors. (d) Dataflow execution schedule of the function stream, under the architecture scenario of three processors.

such as StarSs [6] and CellSs [7]. Although both approaches
provide superscalar or renaming techniques allowing tasks
out-of-order (OoO) execution, the constrained architecture
avoids them to be directly applied to the reconfigurable
MPSoC architectures. As the system complexity grows, the
problem of how to design a flexible programming model is
becoming increasing challenging. Until now the problem has
not been completely figured out yet.
To address the above problems, in this paper we present
an architecture support for heterogeneous multiprocessors
with hierarchical middleware for OoO execution. We
intend to integrate a sound framework that is composed of
a hierarchical layer model, an execution flow, an OoO
scheduler with a mapping scheme. We claim following
contributions:
1)

2)

3)

4)

We present a hierarchical middleware on reconfigurable MPSoCs, from which programmers are no
longer required to gain hardware implementation
and task partitioning plans. In order to analyze the
annotation based codes, we propose an execution
model that translates sources programs to internal
functions for parallel execution.
We propose an OoO scheduling mechanism that
checks the data dependencies, renames the parameters, and issues the tasks automatically when the
tasks are ready. The renaming technique is applied
from traditional instruction level to task level,
regarding each processor (IP core) as a function unit.
We introduce an adaptive mapping scheme to map
the tasks to target function units at runtime. When
hardware architecture is reconfigured, tasks can be
remapped automatically without the rebooting.
We implement the MPSoC prototype on Xilinx
FPGA. EEMBC benchmarks (e.g., IDCT, AES, DES
and JPEG) are implemented in both software and
hardware. Multiple Microblaze processors are integrated as scheduler and computing processors. The
prototype platform can be used for evaluation and
verification for task partitioning scheme, scheduling,
interconnect, etc.

The structure of the paper is decomposed as the following. In Section 2 we outline the OoO motivation and review
the literatures related to this work. Section 3 describes a typical reconfigurable MPSoC architecture and the hierarchical
middleware. Section 4 presents the features implemented in
the runtime library, including detailed OoO task scheduling, mapping scheme and synchronization. Section 5 illustrates the FPGA prototype with experimental results.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2

RELATED WORK

2.1 OoO Task Execution
In order to illustrate the motivation of OoO task execution,
we first present how the tasks are running on the MPSoC
hardware architectures in parallel. We inherit the token
based description of dataflow execution model in [8], which
is extended to a general heterogeneous multicore computing
scenario in this paper. Generally, dataflow execution model
handles inter-task dependences using tokens to manifest
production and availability of I/O parameters. Based on the
token based technique, we make two essential enhancements. First we map tokens with parameters instead of
memory addresses, to match the abstraction for functional
source and destination. Second, we assign each function
with multiple read tokens and a single write token, to manage both production and consumption of parameters.
When the execution encounters a task to be considered
for dataflow execution, it requests read (write) tokens for
exclusive guarantee in the function read (write) set; it is
ready for execution only after it has acquired all its requisite
tokens. Similarly, upon completion, it releases the tokens
which are then spawned to the waiting function(s) if necessary. When a pending function has acquired its requisite
tokens, it can be offloaded and submitted for execution
immediately.
We illustrate the execution model with the simple
sequential program example of Fig. 1a, which invokes the
two functions T and G within a loop, as well as a head task
H in prior to the loop and a tail task E executed after the
loop. Fig. 1b describes an example dynamic sequence of
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TABLE 1
Summary for State-of-the-Art Parallel Execution Engines on FPGA

Types

Typical

Strength

General parallel programming model (No OoO)

OpenMP [3] CnC MapReduce OpenCL [4] Cilk [5]

General model for CMP processors

Specific parallel programming model (With OoO)

StarSs [6], CellSs [7], Oscar [9]

Support automatic OoO execution

Applied only to CellBE
architecture and SMP servers

Coarse Grained Task Level
Parallelism (No OoO)

CEDAR [10], MLCA [11],
Multiscalar [12], Trace [13],

Perform well for traditional
superscalar machines, run

OoO not supported, programmers handle the task

Dataflow Based OoO Execution Model (No OoO)

FlexCore [21]
TaskSuperscalar[19]

Dataflow Based OoO Execution Model (with OoO)

DSP [20]
OoOJava [22]
Dataflow [8]

invocations of T and G after the loop is unrolled during execution, along with their dynamically computed write and
read token sets generated in the program. Fig. 1c presents
the data dependence between the functions. For example,
T2 writes objects A and E, and thus it has a WAR dependence (solid arrows) on T1 and G1, which reads object A as
an input. Likewise G2 has a RAW dependence (dashed
arrows) on G1, and T3 has a WAW (dotted arrows) dependence on G2. These dependences must be preserved if the
dynamic dataflow is to maintain the sequential execution of
the static program, otherwise the correct results of the OoO
execution cannot be guaranteed. Fig. 1d introduces the parallel execution model of the sequential code on different
processors. The task H and E standard for the synchronization barriers before and after the loop iteration.
The above example illustrates how the loop based tasks
should be analyzed and mapped to general heterogeneous
multicore situations for OoO execution, while in the following sections, we will describe how the OoO mechanism is
guaranteed in the FPGA based MPSoC scenario, especially
for massive parallel computing machines.
Finally, the summary of state-of-the-art parallel execution engines is listed in Table 1. Although these approaches
provide OoO engine by superscalar or renaming engines,
they do not focus on the adaptive mapping for general
FPGA platform with reconfigurable IP cores, therefore
the flexibility across different architectures is still worth
pursing.

2.2 Related Study
Parallel task execution models have been studied for parallel computing machines during past decades. First of all,
task-based parallel programming model are quite popular
to enhance ILP to TLP, such as OpenMP [3], MPI, Intel’s
TBB, OpenCL [4] and Cilk [5]. Most of these state-of-the-art
programming paradigms focus on symmetric multiprocessors to significantly reduce the workload of programmers.

Tasks running as instructions

Weakness
Bring burden to programmers

OoO not supported

Support OoO automatic
parallel execution

Not applicable to FPGA
with reconfiguration

With register renaming
technologies of Tomasulo

Limited to DSP architectures

An OoO compiler for Java runtime

Not applicable to hardware execution engines

Race-free and determinate parallel execution

Not applicable to FPGA
with reconfiguration

One of the major drawbacks of these approaches is that
automatic parallelization is not fully supported, which
means programmers are required to handle the task mapping and scheduling schemes manually, therefore the
speedup achieved is largely confined by the inadequate
experiences of programmers. As a side effect, this could
also increase the burden of programmers with synchronization and task scheduling on the symmetric multiprocessor
architectures. For example, OpenMP [3] mainly depends
on mutex lock mechanism to achieve synchronization
between threads, but mutex locks are managed by the
programmer. Other parallel programming paradigms such
as MPI also needs programmer to find the potential task
parallelism and synchronization explicitly, which not only
increases the difficulty of multi-core programming complexity, and also led to unsatisfactory task parallelism due
to limited experience of programmers. In addition, MapReduce, Intel Ct [23], and Intel CnC [24] are approaches facilitating high-level programming paradigms through its
inherent support of task-based dataflow execution.
Meanwhile, compared to symmetric processors, heterogeneous processors are becoming increasingly dominating in embedded and high performance computing
domains. Of the cutting-edge researches, FPGA based
MPSoC is regarded as on of the most promising heterogeneous processor architectures [1]. With the increasing
popularity of reconfigurable computing technology and
MPSoC platform, parallelism is shifting from instruction
level to task level. One approach is to utilize reconfigurable FPGA platform and integrate acceleration engines,
such as Chimaera [25], Garp [26], OneChip [27]and other
function units [28], [29], [30]. Moreover, there are several
creditable general FPGA research platforms, such as
RAMP [31], Platune [32] and MOLEN [33]. These studies
focus on providing reconfigurable FPGA based environments with software tool chains to construct application
specific MPSoC.
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Alternatively, products and prototypes of processor are
designed to increases TLP with coarser grained parallelism,
such as CEDAR [10], MLCA [11], Multiscalar [12], Trace
Processors [13], IBM CELL [14], RAW Processor [15], Intel
Terascale and Hydra CMP [16]. These designs present
thread-level or individual cores which can split a group of
applications into small speculatively independent threads.
Some other works like TRIPS [18] and Wave Scalar [17]
combine both static and dynamic dataflow analysis in order
to exploit more parallelism.
To attack the programming wall problem with the tremendous invasion of chip integration, MPSoC programming models are taken into consideration, such as Oscar
[9], StarSs [6] and CellSs [7]. With the help of the MPSoC
programming paradigms, automatic parallelization with
task level scheduling methods are also been motivated to
operate high level parallelism such as [34], [35], [36], and
[37]. In order to run tasks OoO, inter-task data dependency
analysis and synchronization problem has posed a significant challenge for coarse-grained parallelization. Traditional algorithms, such as Scoreboarding and Tomasulo
[38], explore instruction level parallelism (ILP) with multiple arithmetic units, which can dynamically schedule the
instructions for OoO execution. Task Superscalar [19] proposes abstraction of OoO superscalar pipelines regarding
processor as function units. [20] provides a modified version of Tomasulo [38] scheme to DSP based processor
architectures to perform OoO task execution. FlexCore [21]
presents a hybrid process architecture using an on-chip
reconfigurable fabric (FPGA) to support runtime monitoring and bookkeeping techniques. Hyperprocessor [39] manages global dependencies using a universal register file.
OoOJava [22] is a compiler-assisted approach that leverages
developer annotations along with static analysis to provide
an easy-to-use deterministic parallel programming model.
The method is based on task annotations that instruct the
compiler to consider a code block for OoO execution. [8] is
a dataflow execution model that achieves parallel execution
of statically-sequential programs. It dynamically parallelizes the execution of suitably-written sequential programs,
in a dataflow fashion on multiple processing cores.
Finally, the summary of state-of-the-art parallel
execution engines is listed in Table 1. Although these
approaches provide OoO engine by superscalar or renaming engines, they do not focus on the adaptive mapping
for general FPGA platform with reconfigurable IP cores,
therefore the flexibility across different architectures is still
worth pursing.

3

Fig. 2. The experimental MPSoC hardware platform constructed on
Xilinx FPGA, the scheduler is connected to multiple computing processors, IP cores, and peripherals via on-chip interconnection.

(DSP), and intellectual property (IP) cores are introduced to
uncover task level parallelism (TLP). Through the common
feature among those platforms, Fig. 2 illustrates a heterogeneous MPSoC hardware platform constructed in FPGA,
which consists of multiple general purpose processors
(GPPs), DSP/ASIP processors, and a variety of heterogeneous IP cores. The responsibilities of the components are
as follows:
1)

2)

3)

ARCHITECTURE AND EXECUTION MODEL

The OoO middleware proposed in this paper is intended to
provide an efficient middleware support between hardware
and high level user applications, taking the benefit of the
general MPSoC hardware platform with reconfigurable
abilities. In this section we propose the hardware architecture and the execution model for the middleware support.

3.1 Hardware Platform
For most heterogeneous MPSoC architectures, application
specific instruction processors (ASIP), digital signal processor
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4)

Scheduler processor is employed to operate task
scheduling and provides programming interface to
users. At runtime, each task is mapped and then distributed to certain processor or IP core for execution.
Scheduler also keeps the running status of processors and IP cores.
Computing processors provide a runtime environment for software tasks. In general, computing processors can execute different types of software tasks.
Each processor provides software runtime function
library for different applications.
Hardware IP cores are responsible for a specific kind
of tasks to achieve acceleration. In addition, IP cores
can be reconfigured and customized according to
application demands. Specific tasks can be also
spawned to DSP/ASIP or IP cores for hardware
acceleration. Each hardware module can execute
only limited types of tasks for accelerations, due to
the RTL functional implementations.
Interconnect modules between schedulers, computing processors and hardware blocks are in charge of
data communication. In this paper, we setup our
experiments and simulation on a star network based
on Xilinx peer to peer FSL [40] channels. Scheduler is
connected to every processor or IP core with a pair
of FSL bus links. All the interfaces are packaged into
unified FSL manner for data communication. Note
the interconnect structure can be replaced by other
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Fig. 4. Task to Core Table and Barrier Table, the former table keeps the
record of which task is mapping to which core, while the later operates
the synchronization between different computational tasks.
Fig. 3. High-level hierarchical model is composed of four layers:
application layer, task scheduling layer, driver layer and communication
layer.

5)

topologic modules, such as crossbar, mesh, hierarchical bus or ring architectures.
Memory and peripherals are integrated to maintain local data storage and peripherals, such as
DDR DRAM controller, Ethernet controller, system
ACE controller, UART, timer and interrupt controller. All these modules are connected to scheduler processor with bus-based interconnects, such
as CoreConnect Processor Local Bus (PLB).

3.2 OoO Middleware Hierarchical Model
Throughout this paper, tasks refer to dynamic instances created when scheduler spawns a piece of code to computing
GPPs or IP cores. Moreover, tasks are regarded as abstract
instructions, and each IP core is treated as a dedicated functional unit for a specific hardware task. Fig. 3 illustrates the
middleware hierarchical architectural model, which consists of four layers in general.
3.2.1 Application Management Layer
The middleware employs user runtime libraries to provide
an execution environment for tasks. Application programming interfaces (APIs) show a high-level view of the internal implementations. After definition, the interfaces should
be kept consistent after hardware reconfiguration.
Moreover, a runtime analysis module is integrated to
support application monitoring and bookkeeping techniques. Also, the hotspot obtained by profiling indicates the
parts executed for high frequencies and can be used to
guide IP configurations.
3.2.2 Task Partitioning and Scheduling Layer
Task partitioning and scheduling methods play a vital role in
architectural supports. Before tasks are offloaded to IP cores,
OoO middleware should identify the target processor to run
current task, and also decide when the task can be issued.
(1) Task to core mapping. Compared to state-of-the-art
middleware and operation systems, this paper utilizes
state-of-the-art dynamic partial reconfiguration support at
runtime. Static core modules and reconfiguration modules
(RMs) are implemented separately, of which only RMs are

reconfigured at runtime to reduce the bitstream downloading overheads. In task partition and scheduling layer, reconfiguration core libraries are integrated. After IP cores are
reconfigured, tasks mapping and scheduling strategies
need to be reconsidered. Therefore a task-to-core table is
employed to identify the target IP core, as is described in
Fig. 4. The table maintains a mapping of tasks to cores to virtualize the selection of the destination core. Each table entry
contains the task ID currently running on that core as well
as a count of the number of issued tasks destined for that
core. When new an IP core is deployed, the table elements
will be flushed and updated.
When a task is issued, it obtains the core currently
assigned to its destination core from the table and stores its
results to the appropriate output queue upon completion. A
side effect of this table based approach is that instructions
will not issue to the fabric if the destination core is not available. This prevents the producing task from filling up the
fabric if the consumer is not present. Even with the table,
however, spawned tasks could accumulate in the fabric if
the current task forces are switched out while data is in
flight to it, which would require the consumer to be
switched back into the same core to receive the values. To
prevent this situation, the task-to-core mapping table maintains a count of the number of in-flight tasks destined for
each core. On a request to switch out, the scheduler checks
the number of in-flight tasks bound for its core. If this is
greater than zero, the fabric is blocked from accepting any
new tasks destined for that core and the core continues to
execute until the in-flight counter reaches zero. At this point
the application can be stalled and the fabric unblocked.
For each IP core, the specific task execution time,
speedup, area cost and power consumption information are
also maintained by scheduler. The information will assist
scheduler to make task partition decisions and to achieve
better load-balancing status and higher throughputs. Since
FPGA is an area-constrained platform, different IP cores are
competing for the limited hardware resources. For task
scheduling, tasks are also considered to be arranged in
sequences, which should improve the throughput as well as
FPGA area efficiency.
(2) Barrier synchronization. Barriers are one of the most
common synchronization operations. However, with a typical memory-based implementation, the overhead of executing a barrier can be significant, especially as the number of
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cores increases. This overhead prevents the use of barriers
at fine granularities. In cases where a barrier is followed by
a serial function that is performed by one of the tasks and
the output communicated to all participating tasks, the
scheduler may directly synthesize the function into the fabric with the output communicated to the participants’ output parameters.
To implement barriers for synchronization, a barrier
table is integrated to ensure that all the returning tasks
must not be allowed to issue to the fabric until all participating cores have arrived at the barrier, as is presented in
Fig. 4. To achieve this, each core participating in the barrier loads some value(s) into its input queue. Once the
loads from all of the cores have reached the head of their
respective input queues and all tasks have indicated
arrival at the barrier. The Barrier Table also determine
that all tasks have arrived at the barrier, with information
related to each active barrier. Each table contains as many
entries as cores attached to a PE cluster, which includes
both general processors (denoted in central white block),
and heterogeneous accelerators (described in coloured
blocks). The table keeps track of the total number of tasks,
the number of arrived tasks, and the cores that are participating in the barrier. The number of arrived tasks and
participating cores are updated whenever a task arrives,
meanwhile the total and arrived task counts are compared to determine when to issue a task. In a system with
multiple PE clusters, a dedicated bus communicates barrier updates among clusters. The bus transmits the barrier
ID as well as the associated application ID. All tasks participating in a barrier must be actively running in order
for all input data to be available. Each table entry maintains a list of the IDs of the local tasks that are participating in the barrier as well as a bit indicating if they are
actively running. If a barrier is ready to be released but
not all participating tasks are active, the scheduler controller triggers an exception to switch the missing tasks
back in. Once all tasks are available, the barrier can
proceed.

3.2.3 Driver and I/O Layer
In order to utilize the hardware resources integrated in
FPGA platform, drivers for peripherals and memory systems are implemented. Similar to devices drivers of a general operating system, we introduce following modules for
prototype demonstration: Interconnect driver is used to
allow applications transfer data and control messages
between microprocessor and IP cores, through buses or network-on-chip (NoC) infrastructures. File system driver is
utilized to provide I/O access to the files. Local static and
partial configuration bitstreams are also stored into file systems. When task execution is finished, the results are
returned with interrupt signals. Peripherals such as UART
and timer are integrated for user debugging. Reconfiguration controller manipulates the software and IP libraries for
function units’ replacement.
Corresponding to reconfiguration features, software and
IP libraries are introduced at this level. Software libraries
include functions to be executed locally, while IP libraries
consist of back-up IP cores ready to be integrated.
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Fig. 5. High-level view of execution flow includes four stages: variable
allocation and renaming, task partition, execution and synchronization.

3.2.4 Communication Interfaces Layer
The communication interfaces layer is in charge of data
transmission between middleware and reconfigurable
hardware platform. Generally there are three kinds of
primitives: the unified software interface (USI), unified
hardware interface (UHI), and unified reconfiguration
interface (URI): USI primitive is employed when the information in transferred between two microprocessors. USI is
composed of a series of function in libraries. UHI primitive
is introduced to model the communication between microprocessor and hardware IP cores. Interrupt controller is
employed in UHI to detect interrupt requests from interconnections. URI primitive is used only for IP reconfiguration. Reconfiguration controller in driver layer is utilized
by URI to switch the partial bitstream at runtime.
3.3 General Execution Flow
Fig. 5 illustrates the task execution flow model. The entire
task execution flow is divided into following four stages:
3.3.1 Variable Allocation and Renaming Stage
Similar to task superscalar [41], a task-generating thread
sends tasks to the variable renaming stage for dependency
decoding. Tasks are represented as do_T_adder (out,in),
in which in is the start address of input array where stores
all the input operands, while out indicates for outputs
array. In order to detect data hazards automatically, the
scheduler needs to collect all the operands for each issued
task. However, we can only keep the limited operands
instead of infinite user-defined variables (In most programming models, users are allowed to use any operands as they
want). Therefore each task operand requires for a table
entry allocation. If the table is not full yet, the variable will
be renamed to an internal variable implicitly. The internal
variable will live for the whole lifecycle of the task execution. Furthermore, changing numbers of operands is supported in our programming model. As in and out indicate
the start of the operands array, each operand inside the
array will be renamed to a fixed variable implicitly.
3.3.2 Task Partitioning Stage
Before tasks are sent to computing processors, the scheduler
must decide which task runs on which function unit, and
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also when the task is be issued. These two questions are
solved by task partition methods and scheduling algorithms.
On one hand, for task partition, a task-to-processor table
is employed to identify the target processor. The table maintains a mapping of tasks to cores to virtualize the selection
of the destination core. Each table entry contains the task ID
currently running on that core as well as a count of the number of issued tasks destined for that core. In most cases, IP
core can accelerate task executions by specialized hardware
logic or circuit design. So this paper utilizes a greedy strategy: if a vacant idle hardware function unit exists, the task
will be sent to hardware; or else, task will be sent to software processor. However, in some cases, this method cannot provide an optimal partition result, therefore the
method can be easily replaced by other algorithms.
On the other hand, potential inter-task dependencies
need to be exploited to avoid data hazards from dramatically reduces the task level parallelism. Task scheduling
mechanisms are employed to detect data hazards (RAW,
WAW and WAR), and further for out-of-order task execution. In this framework, we tentatively apply both Scoreboarding and Tomasulo algorithms to task level. Of the two
approaches, Scoreboarding can obtain shorter scheduling
overheads, but the WAW tasks can only run in sequences.
Meanwhile, Tomasulo algorithm can eliminate WAW data
hazards by register renaming.
Additionally, benefiting from current dynamic partial
reconfiguration supports, IP cores can be dynamically
reconfigured at runtime. After IP cores are reconfigured, the
task-to-processor table structures will be updated.

3.3.3 Task Execution Stage
The computing processor begins execution automatically
when all the operands are received. Based on the hardware
interconnect, results are returned through interrupts. One
interrupt controller is integrated to detect results interrupt
request and update the task variables. Since results from
different tasks may be returned at the same time, a firstcome-first-serve (FCFS) policy is used to deal with interrupts, and no interrupt preempt is supported.
3.3.4 Synchronization
The synchronization checks for inter-task data dependencies, and make sure all tasks are returned in-order. The
cases of normal result-writing occur when there are no
WAW or WAR hazards between current task and its predecessor tasks. Therefore, the scheduler consists of a design
flow including in-order issue and out-of-order completion.

4

2)
3)

1)

Analyze data dependency including Read after
Write (RAW), Write after Read (WAR) and Write

NO. 5, MAY 2015

after Write (WAW) [41]. The data dependency analysis is based on the parameters used by tasks.
Eliminate the WAW and WAR dependencies by
parameter renaming techniques.
Identify the target function unit to run current task
by a task mapping method.

4.1 Data Structures for Task Level Scoreboarding
If current task has no data dependency with previous issued
tasks, then it can be spawned immediately. However,
dependencies need to be checked and eliminated before
they can be spawned.
By reviewing the data dependencies problems at instruction level, register renaming techniques are effective methods for OoO execution. Traditional approaches, like
Scoreboarding and Tomasulo, are quite successful in the
processor architecture designs. One major contribution of
Task-Scoreboarding is an algorithm for OoO task execution.
In the description of programming model, each task is
composed of task name, source and destination operands.
As the tasks are treated as macro instructions, then the data
dependencies problem can also happen for task level. By
reviewing the data dependencies problems (RAW, WAW
and WAR) at instruction level, Scoreboarding and Tomasulo are both effective methods for OoO instruction execution. The reasons for which we choose Scoreboarding
instead of Tomasulo are the following:
1)

Scoreboarding can provide a light-weight task hazards engine for OoO execution. The architecture is
simpler, which brings smaller scheduling overheads.
2) For task level parallelization, WAW and WAR happens not as much as at instruction level. Most programmers are intended to use different parameters
in case of WAR and WAW hazards. Therefore introducing a mechanism as complexes as Tomasulo is
not just fair enough.
Similar to instruction level, we use parameter renaming
techniques to uncover task level parallelism. Tomasulo is
applied to task level instead of Scoreboarding which could
do no more than stall when dependency occurs. There are
five components of the scheduler:
1)

RUNTIME OOO SCHEDULING

Based on the hierarchical and execution flow, the most significant part is the scheduling scheme that to spawn the
tasks out-of-order by analyzing the inter-task dependencies.
At runtime, each function call of do_T_ is responsible for
the intended behavior of the main program in the scheduler
processor. At each call to these functions, the runtime will
do the following actions:
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2)

Functional unit status—indicates the state of the functional unit (FU).
Table 2 lists the function unit status. Whenever
there is a task whose input operands are ready, the
task will be dispatched to function units for execution. There are eight fields for each item:
Busy—Indicates whether the unit is busy or not.
Fi—Destination variables.
Fj, Fk—Source-variables.
Qj, Qk—Functional units producing sources Fj, Fk.
Rj, Rk—Flags indicating when Fj, Fk are ready and
not yet read. Set to No after operands are read.
Variable result status—indicates which functional unit
will store values for each variable, if an active task
has the variable as its destination. This field is set as
blank whenever there are no pending tasks that will
write that variable, as shown in Table 3, each variable is assigned with a unique ID.
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TABLE 2
Function Unit Status in Task-Scoreboarding

3)

4)

5)

Variable Table—stores the value for each variable.
After each task is finished, the results are sent back
to variable table through interconnect directly.
Task Partition Module—in charge of task partition and
mapping. Since each task can either run on processor
or IP core, thus a good partition method will largely
increase the system throughput. For demonstration,
we employ a greedy strategy: If there are idle IP
cores, the task will be sent to a specific IP; or else,
task will be sent to a computing processor. If all the
available function units are busy, task must wait
until a specific unit is released.
Function Unit Monitor—monitors and collects the
running information of all the function units. The
running information helps task partition module
map task to certain unit, and also, can achieve loadbalance of the hardware.

4.2 Processing Flow for OoO Scheduling
Now let’s see how the task sequence is issued and executed.
The algorithm is divided into five stages: issue stage, read
op stage, partition stage, execution stage, and write result
stage. Each task undergoes five steps in executing, as is
shown in Table 4.
The whole five stages are similar to instruction level but
adding a task partition stage as stage 3. From Table 4, we
can examine the steps informally and then see in detail how
the scoreboard keeps the necessary information determining when to progress from one step to the next. The five
steps are as follows:
1)

Issue—if a functional unit for the task is free and no
other active task has the same destination variable,
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TABLE 3
Variable Table in Task-Scoreboarding

2)

3)

4)

the scoreboard issues the task to the functional unit
and updates its internal data structure. By ensuring
that no other active functional unit wants to write
its result into the destination variable, we guarantee that WAW hazards cannot be present. If a structural or WAW hazard exists, the task issue will
stall, and no further tasks can issue until these hazards are cleared.
Read operands—the scoreboard monitors the availability of the source operands. If one or more of the
operands is not yet available, the scoreboard monitor
will wait for the results. A source operand is available if no earlier issued active task is going to write
it. When both operands are available, task will be
dispatched to certain function units with task partition. The scoreboard resolves RAW hazards dynamically in this step, and tasks may be sent into
execution out of order.
Task Partition—when in the issue stage, the decided
function unit is to make sure that there are no structural hazards. However, after read op stage is finished, maybe there are other available function
units, which may provides shorter task execution
time. Therefore, in this stage a partition strategy is
called for task reallocation. If there are other function
units available, the task execution time on each function unit will be compared. After the comparison finished, scoreboard will choose the function unit on
which current task can finish as early as possible.
Execution—the functional unit begins execution once
receiving operands. When the result is ready, it notifies the scoreboard that it has completed execution.
Task distribution and data transfer are both performed through on-chip interconnect.

TABLE 4
Processing Flow of Task-Scoreboarding
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5)

6)

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTERS,

Based on the hardware interconnect, the execution
results are returned through interrupts. One interrupt controller is integrated to detect interrupt
request signals from all the interconnect channels.
The interrupt handler assigns the variables with
results. In our proposed architecture, since results
from different tasks may be transferred back at the
same time, a first-come-first-serve policy is used to
deal with interrupts, and no interrupt preempt is
supported.
Write result—this is the final stage of completing
tasks. Once the scoreboard is aware that the functional unit has completed execution, it checks for
WAR hazards. The cases of normal result-writing
occur when there are no WAR hazards between current task and its predecessor tasks.

4.3 Adaptive Task Mapping
The scheduling module decides when the task can be executed due to data dependencies, furthermore, when a task
is ready, only one target function units is selected from multiple options. The task mapping scheme should decide the
target for each service, as is described in Algorithm 1.
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synchronizations among all the functions defined in the
function library.
Moreover, when the results are returned through the FSL
bus, scheduler processor is running the subsequent tasks,
therefore an interrupt signal is raised to stall the main program. For hardware support to the interrupt mechanisms,
an interrupt controller is integrated into the hardware platform, which traces the interrupt events for all the FSL links.

5

PROTOTYPE AND RESULTS

To evaluate the OoO middleware in real hardware, we built
a hardware prototype on a state-of-the-art Xilinx Virtex-5
and Zynq FPGA. Due to page limitations here we present
the Virtex-5 platform in detail. We use microblaze version
7.20.a (with the clock frequency 125 MHz, local memory of
8 KB, no configurable task or data cache) as scheduling processor. The experimental platform is extended from our previous work in [42]. The prototype system is composed of
following components:
1)
2)

3)

4)

Each function unit has its own private memory not sharing with other units. The tasks with necessary I/O data are
spawned by the messages through hardware interconnects,
for example, FSL in the demonstration of this paper. Since
the tasks throughout this paper are pure functional, the
parameters from multiple tasks are synchronized in the synchronization methods.
Our proposed middleware provides implicit synchronization methods. An implicit synchronization barrier is setup
at the end of automatic parallel regions, before the output
codes. For example, if the output functions in the main program want to print out the results (e.g., Printf) at the end of
an automatic parallel region, it will automatically wait until
all the annotated functions are finished. At the time of writing this paper, OoO middleware is allowed to deal with
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One scheduling Microblaze processor is integrated
as the scheduler to run main program.
One Microblaze is employed as computing processor. Software task functions are implemented and
packaged in standard C libraries.
Hardware IP cores are implemented in HDL (Verilog) and packaged into Xilinx FSL manners. Parts of
the EEMBC DENBench benchmarks are used to measure the performance and cost. For each test case, we
have transplanted the software benchmark program
to FPGA and also implemented a related IP core
with RTL implementations. At the time of writing
this paper, we have designed five types of hardware
IP cores: Adder, IDCT, AES (ENC and DEC), DES
(ENC and DEC), and JPEG. For each integrated IP
core, software task runtime library is also implemented on microblaze at the same time.
Peripherals including UART, Timer and interrupt
controller are integrated for debugging through processor Local bus.

5.1 OoO Execution Results
Based on the prototype system, we designed several sample
applications to measure the performance, scheduling overheads and hardware cost of the MPSoC system [43]. In this
case, we measured the speedup under four situations:
RAW, WAW, no hazards, and WAR. In order to evaluate
the peak speedup, we define two parameters:
First, the task execution time denotes the entire execution
time using in different types of data hazards. In the circumstances of No dependencies, WAW and RAW, the task execution time is configured to the same value (varied from 5k
to 100k cycles), while in WAR and WAW, the execution
time is configured to different values for heterogeneous
computational tasks.
Second, the task scale refers to the total amount of different tasks. In particular, as we use multiple loop iterations to
construct the intra-loop and inter-loop data hazards
between tasks, the task scale indicates the number of loop
iterations. In demonstration, we set the task scale less than
4,096 in all the test cases.
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Fig. 6. Experimental results for RAW-WAW-No Hazards, [A] to [D] refer to different rate of RAW hazards, [E]-[G] reflects the WAW hazards, and [H]
presents the No hazards application.

5.1.1 RAW Data Hazards
In order to evaluate the speedup in RAW case, execution
time of different tasks is configured to the same value (from
5k to 16k cycles). Table 5 lists the task sequences designed
to measure the performance for RAW data hazards. The
four test cases have different percents of RAW hazards.
Increased from 25 to 100 percent, the theoretical speedup
of the task sequences are 4.0, 2.0, 1.33 and 1.0
respectively.
For RAW (25 percent) case, the theoretical speedup is
the same as No-Hazards. This is because tasks are executed in continuous loops. After loop is unrolled, the
first task do_T_adder (a, e) in later loop will run in the
meantime of the task do_T_aes_dec(d, h, f) in prior loop,
TABLE 5
Task Sequence to Test RAW Data Hazards

which means the execution time of the adder task will
be hidden in the final time. Therefore, the theoretical
speedups are the same as the test case with only structural hazards.
The experimental results for RAW hazards are shown
in Fig. 6[A]  [D]. The Task Execution Time in the legend illustrates the average execution time for the tasks
belong to different series. The experimental results show
that the maximum speedup for each task sequence is
3.75, 1.95, 1.31, and 0.99 respectively. This means
that the Scoreboarding on RAW hazards can achieve
93.81, 97.31, 98.45 and 99.05 percent of the theoretical
speedups.

5.1.2 WAW Data Hazards
Table 6 lists the task sequences designed to measure the
performances for WAW hazards. Increased from 25 to
100percent, the theoretical speedup of the three task
sequences are calculated in (1) to (3), respectively:
TABLE 6
Task Sequence to Test WAW Data Hazards
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TABLE 7
Task Sequence to Test No Data Hazards

S1 ¼ ðTAdder þ TIDCT þ Tenc þ Tdec Þ=ðTAdder þ TIDCT Þ ¼ 2:0;
(1)
S2 ¼ ðTAdder þ TIDCT þ Tenc þ Tdec Þ=ðTAdder þ TIDCT þ Tenc Þ ¼ 1:33;

(2)
S3 ¼ ðTAdder þ TIDCT þ Tenc þ Tdec Þ=ðTAdder þ TIDCT þ Tenc þ Tdec Þ ¼ 1:0:

(3)
The experimental results for WAW data hazards are
shown in Fig. 6[E][G]. The maximum experimental
speedups for each task sequence are 1.97, 1.31, and
0.98, respectively. It means the Scoreboarding on WAW
hazards can reach 98.70, 98.25 and 98.46 percent of the
theoretical peak speedups.

5.1.3 No Data Hazards
The no-hazard situation is more straightforward than other
types of data hazards. Therefore we choose one test case, as
is shown in Table 7.
Fig. 6[H] shows the experimental speedup for No-hazard
case. Since the four IP cores have same execution time, the
theoretical maximum speedup is 4.0. However, because of
the software scheduling and communication overheads
between different processors, the experimental results cannot reach the maximum speedup, especially when with
smaller and less tasks. From the figure, we can see that
when the task scale and running time are large enough, the
experimental maximum speedup can reach Speedup ¼
3.922, which is 98.04 percent of ideal value.
TABLE 8
An Example Task Sequence

Fig. 7. Experimental results of the Example Task Sequence, the x-axis
refers to the length of sequences listed in Table 10, while the y-axis is
the running time of the application.

5.2 Example Results and Discussion
Based on the prototype, we designed several example test
cases using the specific functions of the implemented IP
cores. Generally, since the platform integrates both computing processor and hardware IP cores, each application can
either run on microblaze processor with software or in specific IP in hardware. In this section, we measure speedups
of two typical task sequences through partitioning the test
tasks.
A task sequence with 11 tasks is listed in Table 8. Type
indicates whether this task runs on GPP (S) or IP core (H).
The last two columns refer to the ideal start and finish time
for current task, taking no account of the scheduling and
transfer costs.
Fig. 7 depicts the comparison between theoretical and
experimental results of the task sequence. The curve of
experimental value is consistent with theoretical value, but
slightly larger. The gap between them stands for the scheduling and communication overheads. The average of overheads is less than 4.9 percent of task running time itself,
which proves that the scheduling overhead of the scheduling scheme is quite low.
Fig. 7 also depicts the OoO task execution architecture
support. Tasks No. 26 complete OoO, which leads to the
running time of the task sequences (No.12) and (No.16)
are the same. Similarly, task No.7 and 8, No.10 and 11 also
finish OoO.
5.3 Results of Adaptive Task Mapping
In order to verify the adaptive hardware/software task
mapping scheme, we design a task sequence in Table 9.
In this case, we introduce task mapping mechanism to
operate hardware/software collaboration. For these 11
tasks, task No.4 and No.9 are dispatched to computing
processor for execution. This is because that when the
two tasks are issued, target IP cores are busy. Thus, scoreboard chooses software computing processors as target
function units.
Fig. 8 gives the comparison between theoretical and
experimental results of the task sequences in Table 9. Similarly, the scheduling and communication overheads are less
than 3.3 percent of task running time. Moreover, in this
case, tasks have been partitioned between hardware and
software. A computing processor has been integrated to
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TABLE 9
Task Sequence to Test Adaptive Mapping Scheme

Fig. 9. Performance comparison between TaskSs and Task-Scoreboarding, we use the same benchmarks in Table 8.

accelerate tasks execution when all the hardware IP cores
are busy. Task No.4 and No.9 are distributed to computing
processor for execution, which also demonstrated that our
HW/SW platform can be used to verify alternative scheduling and mapping methods.
Meanwhile, as in this test case, task No.9 is distributed to
computing processor for execution, which demonstrates
that the current partition method is not an optimal choice
for the entire task sequence. Alternately, if task No.9 waits
until task No.8 finish on AES_DEC core, instead of run
immediately on computing processor, the entire task running time can be further reduced.

5.4 Performance versus Task SuperScalar
One of the most related works of our Task-Scoreboarding
scheme is the Task Superscalar, therefore, we also applied
renaming schemes employed in Task Superscalar to FPGA
for comparison, which is illustrated in Fig. 9. We use the
generated 11 applications in Table 8, and then evaluated
both TaskSs and Task-Scoreboarding algorithm respectively. Due to the scheduling overheads, the performance of
both approaches gets larger than the ideal scenario, which is
normalized as 1.0. It can be derived that the TaskSs always
achieves higher scheduling overheads than our Task-Scoreboarding approach, from 3 (T7) to 14 percent (T5). What’s
more, our approach can get an average overhead less than 5

Fig. 8. Experimental results of Adaptive Task Mapping.

percent. Therefore our approach obtains much smaller overheads than TaskSs.

5.5 JPEG Case Study
In order to evaluate the Task-Level Scoreboarding mechanism in real applications, we have implemented the Task
Scoreboarding algorithm with the JPEG encoding applications, as is illustrated in Fig. 10. We use Lena picture at
different pixel sizes for JPEG encoding procedure. The
picture is decomposed to plenty of 8  8 blocks, which
are compressed by the main body of the algorithm as a
normalized unit. An 8  8 R-G-B block is read from the
origin bmp file first and begins to be converted to the YCr-Cb colour space (CC). Then, each vector in the <Y, Cr,
Cb> tuple is handed over for a two dimensional discrete
cosine transform (DCT-2D). Next, all the data in the unit
are normalized (Quant) for further encoding. At last, ZigZag and Huffman (ZZ/Huffman) encoding algorithm is
used to compress the block data into the final bit stream
in the end of the iteration.
We first profiled the JPEG applications to identify the
parts for different phases, as illustrated in the Ratio term in
the legend of Fig. 11. Due to that the ZZ/Huffman phase
takes only 2.6 percent of the total execution time, thereby
we have not implemented this part as hardware yet. Meanwhile, the DCT-2D phase is regarded as the major bottleneck of all the four phases, as it takes 73.8 percent of the
entire execution time. In contrast, the other two CC and
Quant steps take 20.8 and 2.8 percent of the total execution
time respectively.

Fig. 10. Reconfigurability study. Using JPEG applications to leverage
hardware execution with software execution.
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TABLE 10
Hardware Cost of the Entire Hardware System

Fig. 11. Profiling results of the four stages in JPEG application.

Corresponding to the percentage of execution time for
different phases, the speedup of the hardware implementation for different functionality modules are illustrated as the Speedup term in the legend of Fig. 11. The
DCT-2D hardware module has been optimized to
achieve as high 143.8, while the CC and Quant modules are 66.9 and 15.7 respectively.
Along with the achieved speedup, the area and power
consumption are considered as the two most significant
metrics for evaluation. The DCT-2D occupies most area and
power of the four parts, which are 2.38 mm2 and 31.1 mW,
using Xilinx ISE synthesis tools and XPower Analyzer. In
Comparison, the hardware CC module takes 1.74 mm2 and
8.7 mW, while Quant module takes 0.1 mm2 and 8.7 mW
respectively. Fig. 12 illustrates the differences between the
experimental and the estimated metrics. The x-axis in
Fig. 11 indicates the specific hardware configuration, while
the y-axis represents the differential percentage of speedup,
power, and resource cost and core efficiency. We can learn
from Fig. 12 that the actual architectures come up to a
speedup of 26.01 for hybrid systems and a speedup of
3.83 for homogeneous systems.
For homogeneous architectures, the difference in
resource cost is less than 5.6 percent and that in power
consumption is less than 6.8 percent. Besides, both
speedup and core efficiency difference are less than 2.9
percent. For hybrid architectures, all items have insignificant difference except for the performance metrics with
the hardware configuration at 1 MB þ 1 CC þ 1 DCT and
1 MB þ 1 CC þ 1 DCT þ 1 Quant. Both of them have a
difference up to 14.2 percent. Considering that Quant and
ZZ/Huffman steps in the JPEG 8  8 block compression
only take a small ratio (2.6 percent depicted in Fig. 10),
therefore any bus delay or communication overheads will
have a scaled influence on the system speedup.

Fig. 12. Difference between experimental and estimated metrics on
speedup, area, efficiency, and power.

5.6 Hardware Costs
The whole system is implemented in Xilinx Virtex5 LX50T
FPGA, including one Microblaze processor, one computing
processor, following different IP blocks: Adder, IDCT, AES
(ENC and DEC), DES (ENC and DEC), JPEG, memory and
peripheral modules.
Table 10 summarizes the hardware cost within single
FPGA. The whole system takes 5,238 slice Registers and
19,209 Slice LUTs. Considering the resources supplied in
FPGA, the hardware cost is acceptable for the proposed
architecture. By looking further into the synthesis report,
most of the resources are occupied by microblaze processors
and hardware IP cores, we can get that the scheduling
Microblaze processor takes 1,650 LUTs and 1,489 FFs, while
the hardware costs of the IP cores distinguish from each
other. For example, JPEG function including four phases:
Color Conversion (CC), 2D-DCT, Zig-Zig reordering/Quantization (ZZ/Q) and Huffman encoding, in which the 2DDCT was identified as the critical section.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed an architecture support
for OoO task execution with middleware on FPGA based
MPSoCs. The middleware can automatically identify the
parallel region and eliminate the data dependencies with
renaming techniques. An adaptive mapping scheme
allows the scheduler spawn tasks to a suitable function
unit even when the hardware reconfigured. In order to
allow OoO task execution, we have proposed Task-Scoreboarding, a data hazards detecting engine for OoO task
execution. Regarding processors and IP cores as function
units, Task-Scoreboarding treats tasks as abstract instructions. It can analyze inter-task data dependencies at runtime and issue tasks to heterogeneous function units
automatically. Experimental results on the state-of-art
FPGA platform demonstrate that our middleware is flexible to support different IP cores with acceptable hardware costs. The Task-Scoreboarding can achieve more
than 95 percent of the ideal peak speedup. In particular,
the Task-Scoreboarding algorithm costs more than 10
percent overheads than state-of-the-art approaches.
The experimental results are inspiring but there is a lot of
work left in the future. First, we plan to extend the renaming
technologies to dynamic partial reconfigurable situations
where processors and IP cores can be adaptive to fit in different applications at runtime. Second, we are implementing the module in RTL which is more capable to handle
smaller tasks. In the meantime, new annotations in the
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programming paradigms are taken into consideration by
the source to source compiler to identify both the library
tasks and the general purpose software tasks. Finally, the
improvement of the synchronization mechanism using realtime operating system supports is another promising direction for heterogeneous MPSoC research paradigms.
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